Build a sustainable and expandable mechanism for creating, storing and delivering data -the foundation stone of the future WDL;
Digitise key library holdings relating to one of the Trust's major challenges as set out in the strategic plan ("Modern Genetics challenges as set out in the strategic plan ("Modern Genetics and its Foundations); Fund the digitisation of important third party content which complements our holdings;
Use innovative web tools to encourage discovery and use of these collections.
Explore commercial partnerships for cost-effective digitisation of other parts of our collection Digitisation Phase 1: 2010 -2012 Archival records: Crick, Sanger, etc., 500,000 images Printed books: 1,400 genetics-related books from Commercial partnership: to be determined! External content: Will identify relevant external collections and fund digitisation; content will be ingested into the Wellcome Digital Library Infrastructure Do not have the infrastructure required to create an integrated digital library providing a seamless interface across catalogues and digital collections. 
Digital Library requires several components:

SDB:
Commissioned the suppliers -Tessella -to investigate how SDB could be used as a DAM for the digital library.
Report
Recommend modifications to SDB to meet requirements
Proof-of-concept demonstration Proof-of-concept demonstration
To demonstrate the capabilities of SDB to ingest and manage digitised content and to make that content available to a 3rd party system.
CCS:
Commissioned CCS (Content Conversion Systems) to provide information and recommendations:
Report
Recommendations for implementation of: 
Proof-of-concept demonstration
Using CCS's Veridian system, to demonstrate ability to request and retrieve content from SDB.
Did NOT look at front-end design, Web 2.0, authentication
Methodology
Workflow system: Research carried out in-house.
Came to realise that ad-hoc tracking and project monitoring systems were not suitable for large-scale digitisation and ingest of this content into the DAM.
Workflow system requirements:
Track and monitor digitisation and ingest activities
Aggregate metadata
Output XML as METS and other required formats How will the system fit into the overall infrastructure Outcomes -SDB
PoC successfully ingested JPEG 2000 files
Used a "mocked up" SIP containing content and metadata for a Logical Object (book, file of letters, etc.)
Characterised the JPEG 2000 on ingest using JHOVE, adding administrative metadata to SDB Does not currently characterise audio/visual formats, but this Does not currently characterise audio/visual formats, but this can be added in at any time with a tool such as MediaInfo
PoC successfully delivered content to Veridian
Accepted a remote request for content and was able to pass that content to the remote system (Veridian) 
Outcomes -SDB/Veridian interop
